MMCC House System Procedures
House Creation Requirements per-type:
1. Mega-Clan (75+ members)
a. Alor’ad must inform CAO and representing RC of a desire for Mega-Clan
evolution to multi-clan House.
b. CAO will work with the proposing Alor’ad, and representing RC, to create proper
borders for new Clans within the proposed House area
c. Upon agreement by all 3 parties, the Alor’ad will present the House and border
proposal to the Clan’s official members, via a “Poll” post in the “OM Only” section
of the Clan’s official MMCC forum. Voting options will be “Yes”, “No”, “Abstain”,
and the poll shall run for 7 days. Upon closing of the poll, a simple majority of all
voting Clan official members shall decide the outcome.
2. Multi-state/country Clans
a. Similar process as Mega-Clan evolution to House.
b. House creation must NOT be for cultural, social, economic, political, or reasons
counter to MMCC’s charter and bylaws.
3. Individual Clans across multiple shared state/country borders.
a. Clans entering into such a proposal must directly border each other.
b. Similar process as Multi-Clan state/country House proposal.
c. House creation must NOT be for cultural, social, economic, political, or reasons
counter to MMCC’s charter and bylaws.
4. Multi-Clan state/country
a. The CAO and representing RC shall discuss the possibility of creating a House
within a multi-clan state/country.

b. Upon the decision to move forward by both parties, the Alor’ad of all current
Clans inhabiting the state/country shall be presented with the proposal, and
allowed 7 days to discuss the proposal with the CAO and representing RC, within
a private area of the MMCC official forum.
c. Upon conclusion of the 7 day discussion period, the CAO shall create a poll
within the private area on the MMCC forum for the aforementioned House
discussion. The poll shall run for 7 days and consist of the following options:
“Yes”, No”, “Abstain”.
d. Upon conclusion of the voting period, a simple majority of the voting Alor’ad shall
decide the outcome.
e. Upon successful vote, the Alor’ad shall present the House proposal to their Clan
members within the Official Member Only area of their individual Clan forum.
The proposal shall be presented as a discussion, and open for 7 days. The
CAO, representing RC, Alor, and Mandalore may participate in the discussion if
requested by any participating Alor’ad.
f. Upon conclusion of the discussion period, the Alor’ad shall create a poll within
the OM-Only area of their Clan’s forum with the following options: “Yes”, “No”,
“Abstain”. The poll shall run for 7 days.
g. Upon conclusion of the poll, a simple majority of the voting official members shall
decide the outcome.

House Working Protocol:
1. Upon successful vote to create a House from a single Mega-Clan (requirement type 1),
the parent Clan’s name and sigil become the “House name & sigil”, altered as-needed to
represent the House appropriately.
a. All new Clans created by the House must go through the Clan application
submission process.
2. Upon successful vote to create a House encompassing multi-state/country Clans
(requirement type 2), the name and sigil of parent Clan becomes the “House name &
sigil”, altered as-needed to represent the House appropriately.
a. The originating parent Clan “may” keep the original Clan name and sigil if agreed
upon by the CAO at inception of the House.
b. All new Clans created by the House must go through the Clan application
submission process
3. Upon successful vote to create a House encompassing Individual Clans across multiple
shared state/country borders (requirement type 3), the name and sigil of the parent Clan
becomes the “House name & sigil”, altered as-needed to represent the House
appropriately.
a. The originating parent Clan “may” keep the original Clan name and sigil if agreed
upon by the CAO at inception of the House.
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b. All new Clans created by the House must go through the Clan application
submission process.
Upon successful vote to create a House encompassing multiple Clans within a single
state/country (requirement type 4), a House name and sigil must be agreed to by the
Alor’ade of all Clans within the newly proposed House.
a. House name and sigil must be submitted to the CAO by the House’s respective
Regional Commander.
b. If a unanimous decision for House name and sigil cannot be achieved,
Mandalore reserves the right to name and create a sigil for the newly proposed
House.
Houses shall have no recognized command structure or decision making functions, with
the following exceptions:
a. House Alor’ade may work as a “Coalition” for the following scenarios:
i.
Coordination of event representing multiple or all House Clans.
ii.
Process of approval for creation of new House Clans, or consolidation of
House Clans, called by the CAO.
iii.
House merchandise submitted by House Clan Ver’alor overseen by the
Regional Ver’sol.
House Merchandise may be created, and sold to members of MMCC.
a. All House Alor’ade must agree to House Merchandise designs (no exceptions).
b. Funds raised by House Merchandise shall be held and accounted for at the
Regional Command level, used specifically for approved needs within the
respective House Clans.
Once created, a House may only be disbanded by the sitting Mandalore.
No Official Member is considered part of a House, unless they are a member of a House
Clan. There are no “House-only” Official Members. (Discourages OM’s from leaving a
Clan over personal differences).
Mandalore reserves the sole right to disband any House, if credible evidence exists that
warrants the disbanding.

